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Discover the Joys of Acrylic and Oil Painting!Do you wish you could create beautiful works of

art? Do you want to be a painter? Do you feel the need to make paintings of your own?If so,

then Art: Painting for Artists: Styles - Acrylic and Oil Painting is the book for you! This exciting

book explains the essential materials you will need, such as mixing pallets, pencils and

erasers, and canvas. You'll also discover the differing techniques, styles, and effects you can

get from acrylic and oil paints.&�&�&� Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download Now!

&�&�&�Art: Painting for Artists: Styles - Acrylic and Oil Painting is the explains these essentials for

painting with acrylics:The Best Surfaces to Paint OnAvoiding Common Underpainting

MistakesUsing Different Mediums with AcrylicsThe Advantages of Using Acrylics as a

BaseApplying Detail With AcrylicsPainting clouds with acrylicsYou'll learn the importance of

composition, how to apply background color, and whether to start with light or dark colors.You'll

also discover these oil-painting tips:Which Tools Are Used for Oils, But Not AcrylicsHow to

Apply Oils To an ImageUsing Texture with Oil PaintsThe Rules of Fat and LeanArt: Painting for

Artists: Styles - Acrylic and Oil Painting is available for Download Now.Don't wait - turn your

thoughts and feelings into beautiful works of art - TODAY!Download Art: Painting for Artists:

Styles - Acrylic and Oil Painting Now for Instant Reading by Scrolling Up and Clicking the "Buy"

ButtonYou'll be so glad you took this step!

About the AuthorKorani began to read before she was two years old and has rarely been

without a book in her hand since. To become an author has been the fulfilment of a life's dream

and she has now produced several books, most in conjunction with her dear friend Melissie

Jolly. She is a Colour Mirrors teacher and teacher trainer and loves to use the Colour Mirrors

system in workshops to facilitate personal and spiritual alignment, connection and expansion

for participants. She was born in New Zealand and now lives in Dorset, England with her

husband and their two rather special feline companions. For more information, visit

www.korani.net. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Art: Painting for Artists: Styles Acrylic and Oil Painting ©Copyright 2015 - All rights

reserved.In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in

either electronic means or in printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited

and any storage of this document is not allowed unless with written permission from the

publisher. All rights reserved. The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and

consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of

any policies, processes, or directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of

the recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held
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herein, either directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the

publisher. Legal Notice:This eBook is copyright protected. This is only for personal use. You

cannot amend, distribute, sell, use, quote or paraphrase any part or the content within this

eBook without the consent of the author or copyright owner. Legal action will be pursued if this

is breached. Disclaimer Notice:Please note the information contained within this document is

for educational and entertainment purposes only. Every attempt has been made to provide

accurate, up to date and reliable complete information. No warranties of any kind are

expressed or implied. Readers acknowledge that the author is not engaging in the rendering of

legal, financial, medical or professional advice.By reading this document, the reader agrees

that under no circumstances are we responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, which are

incurred as a result of the use of information contained within this document, including, but not

limited to,—errors, omissions, or inaccuracies.Table of ContentsIntroductionChapter 1 –

Introducing AcrylicsSurfaces used for acrylicsMistakes often made when underpainting in

acrylicsUsing different mediums with acrylicsChapter 2 – Materials That Are EssentialMixing

PalletsPencils and eraserCanvasChapter 3 – The Importance of CompositionChapter 4 –

Applying a Background ColorThe advantages of using acrylics as a baseChapter 5 – Applying

Detail With AcrylicsPainting clouds with acrylicsFinishing off the cloudsChapter 6 - Tools Used

For Oils Versus AcrylicsChapter 7 - Applying Oils To The ImageUsing texture with oil paintsThe

rules of fat and leanConclusion Introduction We are always told from a very young age in

school lessons that oil and water do not mix. In fact if you were to mix oil and water, what you

produce is globules of oil that separate themselves away from the water. Thus, you may be

wondering how on earth you can use acrylic paints, which are water based and dry quickly,

with oil paints that are oil based and which dry slowly.This book will explain the procedure and

also the advantages that this can have for the artist, as these are many. You will learn how to

prime your work surface, what the best surface is, the kind of things that you can do using oils

and acrylics together and separately, so that you are left in no doubt about the value of the use

of acrylics with or without oil, or oil on its own. Both mediums have their value and this books

talks you through what that value is and how you can introduce it into your studio.If you are

relatively new to painting, then this can create even more value, as oil painting in the beginning

stages is very unforgiving. Acrylics, on the other hand, are extremely forgiving particularly if

they are mixed to the right consistency and used on the right kind of surface.Walk with us

through the maze and find out why you should have oils and acrylics and the benefit of using

both, either separately or together, within the art studio. Acrylic paints make a cheap addition to

your studio equipment and if you are unaccustomed to them, you may find that they are a

helpful addition. This book explains how they help and how you can improve your oil paintings

with the use of acrylics.It also explains the kind of surfaces that one would use for acrylic and



oil painting and the differences between using canvas and other potential surfaces for your

painting.Chapter 1 – Introducing Acrylics Acrylic paints come in various formats. In tube format,

made by a good manufacturer, the colors are likely to be vibrant and the paint that comes out

of the tube will be fairly thick. Acrylic paints are water based, so that you can decide whether to

use them in the same way as you would oils at full strength or to dilute them, which gives a

thinner coat. Acrylic paints were not manufactured before the 1950s and up until this time,

traditional oils were used. This relatively new invention opened up a whole new adventure for

artists that was more forgiving than oils, since water based paints are easier to clean. Surfaces

used for acrylics Acrylic paints can be used on any surface. These are paints which will be

interesting for students wanting to create oil painting lookalikes with full strength acrylic

painting or use the paints watered down to create more subtle coats. The great thing about

acrylics is that they come in so many colors and give the artist more flexibility. They dry quickly

and they offer such a wide range of choices. Colors can be blended together. If using acrylics

on canvas, for an acrylic and oil painting, you will need to use mat paint as the surface is less

slippery and the oil paints which are applied on the dried surface will adhere more

effectively. Mistakes often made when underpainting in acrylics
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Artists, Brushwork Essentials, Painting Workshop Notes - Visual Concept

Lucinda, “Start your painting adventure with this handy guide. Painting is a highly critical form

of art. Every minute detail is important. Thus, I recommend this for discussing the basics like

choosing appropriate brushes, thorough comparison of acrylic and oil based paints and tips on

how you would have a smooth blending. If you like to try out your creative side with painting

this book is a good start.”

Diana Aulet-colon, “Great book. It's a Very good book I recommend it I learned a lotAbout

techniques and colors Thanks for suggesting it Amazon.”

Heather L Scott, “Five Stars. very helpful.”

S. Bain, “Good onformation. A bit elementary but worth the short time to read. Very short book

but good insight and information on mixing oil and acrylic.”

The book by Korani Connolly has a rating of  5 out of 3.3. 7 people have provided feedback.
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